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Organisational and historical context
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Technical specifications of the project and its 
implementation



https://sites.google.com/port.ac.uk/preparingforteachingonline/content-capture
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Discussion of pedagogy

https://bit.ly/teltalefestprog
https://bit.ly/prepforteachblendlearn
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Evaluation



Evaluation
2021 DEI student survey – "What ONE thing should we do to improve digital learning?”

• Students no longer feel the need to ask for recordings

• Emphasis on practicalities such as improving captioning, better quality 
microphones for lecturers, requirement for all lecturers to us a webcam.

A debate over pre-recorded material versus live sessions is developing with a genuine 
split with regards to preference.

“Make all lectures pre-recorded so we can watch them prior and the sessions about 
asking questions”

“Have more live interactive lectures as everything is pre-recorded and we want to 
meet fellow students”



Next steps
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Any Questions
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